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Abstract: It is the fundamental task of the current higher education to cultivate people with morality, in order to realize the education with the all-staff, all-process and all-around, colleges and universities should carry out ideological and political work throughout the whole process of education and teaching. Combining with the connotation of the mechanism of “Three-wide education” and through the investigation of many universities, this paper elaborates the mode of college students’ ideological and political education under the concept of “Three-wide education” from the aspects of perfecting the education through all-staff of “six in one”, the education through all-process of “three main lines”, and the education through all-around of “three platforms”.
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A strong education makes a strong country, and a prosperous education makes a prosperous nation. The cultivation of talents is an all-staff, all-process and all-around process. The cultivation of the whole staff refers to realize the maximization of the subject of education. President Xi has stressed on many occasions that we should adhere to the morality education as the central link of education, and the “Three-wide education” is an important link and a necessary way to realize the morality education in colleges and universities at present. At this stage, the whole staff generally refers to the education mechanism composed of school, family, society and students. School members include teachers, administrators, service personnel and other school staff. Family members mainly refers to parents. Social members mainly refers to famous people inside and outside the school, excellent alumni, practice base and professional related enterprises. Students refer to students themselves and outstanding student activists such as peer counselor, student party members, etc. The all-process education requires the school to carry out ideological and political education throughout every period or point of students’ growth and throughout the study and life of college students, without any slack for a moment. This is a clear requirement from the dimension of time for the education work in colleges and universities. All-round education puts forward requirements for education from the spatial dimension, and requires that ideological and political education should be penetrated into students’ study, life, scientific research, practice and other fields\(^1\). It is well known that higher education has long gone from elitism to democratisation, morality education once the foundation of higher education, it is now the foundation of higher education in the new era. It is the most important and urgent requirement. And the way of construction of the education through the all-staff of “six in one”, all-process of “three main lines” and all-around of “three platforms” is to effectively realize the ideological and political education mode of cultivating people with morality.
The ideological and political education of college students not only depends on college counselors, student work team and ideological and political theory teachers, but also plays the enthusiasm of all teaching staff and mobilizes social forces to carry out the whole staff education. In this way, we can achieve a better effect of morality education. “six in one” all-staff education mode better reflects the whole members education.

School counselors and ideological and political course theory teachers carry out ideological and political practical education and theoretical learning education to college students through a variety of ways. Instructors and teachers strengthen ideological and political education through party class, league class, Lei Feng and other voluntary service activities, social practice and other ways. At the same time, they integrate education and care into every trivial matter in daily life and integrate education and care into daily routine management work. Ideological and political theory course is a compulsory course for college students. Ideological and political education is provided by ideological and political teachers through the explanation of the courses such as situation and policy, modern history, and ideological and morality cultivation, etc. Meanwhile, innovative classes are also conducted to make it easier for college students to accept and understand, so as to fully and thoroughly carry out ideological and political education.

The school encourages professional teachers or management service teachers to serve as head teachers or family-oriented tutors for students. In their spare time, the head teachers and family-oriented tutors guide and educate students in study, ideology and psychology, and provide care and help for students’ life.

Professional teachers play an important role in the ideological and political education of college students through the implementation of ideological and political education in class. Professional teachers not only teach professional cultural knowledge in the class, but also spread positive energy to students in the way of ideological and political education during class, guide students to learn professional knowledge and culture, enhance their own ability and contribute to the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. In addition, teachers of specialized courses set an example for students by improving their own teaching academic performance. Moral education is the teacher and the moral education is the model. Teachers also play an exemplary role through their own efforts, which is also a part of ideological and political education.

Peer counselors are senior party member students or student cadres who serve as the peer counselors of lower grades. They play a leading role in ideological education since the freshmen enter the school. They have set a good example for the junior students with their excellent experience in college life, from the adaptation of life to the study of professional knowledge, and how to do student work better effect.

Middle-level cadres of the departments and schools of management and service staff are also have the effect of ideological and political education for students. The author’s school Shenyang University of Chemical Technology has also launched a middle-level cadres one person docking a dormitory teacher-student pairing activities, middle-level cadres through the docking activities, concerned about students’ learning and life, better understand the thinking of grass-roots students. In the future work, we can do what the students think and what they want, so as to play a better role in educating people.

Alumni and parents are forces from the society, and college students will eventually go into the society. Therefore, the educational role of alumni and parents from the society should not be underestimated. Shenyang University of Chemical Technology has done a lot in this respect. The school has set up a primary school period to invite alumni to come back to give a report for the students with the share of their successful experiences, how they changed from campus people to enterprise people, and their social experience of employment or entrepreneurship. These measures have been generally praised by the students. Family education, school education and social education are the three most important education and influence on the growth of a student. Shenyang University of Chemical Technology attaches great importance to the contact between home and school. It not only carries out parents’ meeting when freshmen report for school, but also carries out home visiting activities and regional parent meeting activities in winter and summer vacation, so as to promote the contact between parents and school, timely feed back the situation of students in school to parents, at the same time, learn more about the growth environment and course of students, and help students comprehensively through the joint efforts of parents and schools development and success.

2 “Three main lines” promote the whole process of education and ensure the
3 The construction of all-around education in “three platforms”, which realizes the comprehensive ideological and political education of college students in space

Colleges and universities construct all-round education through three platforms of institutional education, environmental education and practical education, thus realizing the comprehensiveness of ideological and political education for college students spatially[3].

Through the system construction to achieve the purpose of ideological and political education of college students, such as student handbook, student status management system, scholarship evaluation system and so on, we can regulate the behavior of college students and encourage them to develop in a more perfect direction. Environmental education refers to strengthening ideological and political education by using the architectural environment and humanistic environment to create a cleaner and comfortable living environment and dining environment for students. It is the care of college students. The party and government propaganda contents are posted in dormitories, classrooms and other places, ideological and political bases are established, and activities such as traditional culture, Lei Feng spirit lectures and red songs are carried out, and encouragement is promoted on the website and wechat platform materials such as aspiring figures, excellent alumni, publicizing socialist core values and other meaningful activities. All these belong to environmental education. Practice education refers to that college students can learn more about the enterprise and society through the social practice activities of college students, exercise themselves and improve their ability in social practice. The social practice work of Shenyang University of Chemical Technology has done very well. No matter it is going to the countryside, voluntary service activities or enterprise investigation and visit, it has both document system and planning summary, and has won the provincial prize for many times this year, the school introduced the social practice into the second classroom and implemented the credit management system, which greatly promoted the education and management of social practice and played a good role in ideological and political education.

To sum up, the education through the all-staff of “six in one”, the all-process of “three main lines”, the all-around of “three platforms” of the ideological and political education pattern helps to play to the school
each department and each aspect the power of the teachers, families, alumni in a concerted effort to give play to the role of education, through the environment, system and campus activities can better motivate college students’ all-round development, to help college students to grow up better.
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